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Public Health Aspects of the
Handling and the Processing of Foods
By Michael M. Wilso11
of demarcation between them is not always
clear-cut, thougl~ in ~ n o s tcases classification is not usually difficult. In every case
there must be a susceptible person, an
inoculunl of an appropriate microorganisn~
in the food and, in most cases, conditions
of time and temperature suitable for its
survival and multiplication. Most foodstuffs desirable to Illan are also appreciated
by bacteria, and incidentally anaerobic
conditio~lsobtain ~is~ially
beneath the surface.

OR the present purpose we may divide
the public into those who are concerned
in producing, processing, and conveying
food and those who consume it: there are
hazards to both groups whicll public health
authorities strive constantly to eliminate.
I n the first group we find the infectious
to man,
diseases of ailinlals co~n~llunicable
the so-called zoonoses, to which those who
handle animals and their products may be
occupatio~lally exposed. The source of
hunlan infection is an infected animal, so
the problen~of prevention of human disease
is primarily a veterinary one, and in this
field veterinaria~lsand public health authorities often work together: notable examples
are brucellosis, leptospil-osis, Q fever, and

Organisms

The second group, wllicl1 illvolves the
collsLIlller, call be broadly covered by the
term "food poisoning", and here again we
field, excluding such examples
nlust limit
as ergotism, lath~rism, and the chemical
substances like cadmi~unand zinc.

orgallisIns to be collsidered ill the
illfective group include
salInonellas,
slligellas, certain coliforllls, certaiIl types of
C/osf,.jdiiu,.,7 Il,elchii, brucellas, SfrepfocoCcus
Group A, CoryneDncterii[n? diylzther.ine,
&fyco,$acteriun7 fubel.cu/osjs, alld some
viruses such as those of hepatitis alld tile
poliolllyelitis group. Tile ellterotoxigellic
strains of ~fnpl?l,]ococcusalld Clostridilm7
botlr/inulnare exalnples of the toxin-producing
group.

Bacterial Food Poisoning

Salmonellas

Bacterial food poisoning inlplies foodborne damage to health either by live
pathogenic organisnls or through toxic
products of their growth in food. A line

T11e nlost C O I ~ I ~ I O I I bacterial genus is
probably Salrnol~ellawhose nxember species
are distributed widely through the animal
kingdom from reptiles and birds throughout
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the mammals. Apparently healthy carriers
in aniinals and inan are not uncommon if
the orga~lisms are in their usual place of
abode, the intestinal tract. They are excreted
in the faeces and outside the body they
can survive for some time and may, under
appropriate conditions, multiply in nlany
foods. The dose required to produce symptoms seems to vary considerably, being
governed by the behaviour of the particular strain involved and by the susceptibility of the host, but it is probably fair
to say that in general at least some thousands
are needed to produce symptoins in man,
except in the case of Snlinonelln typhi and
pmrrtjy~hi. It is very probable that the
thresl~old dose required to produce symptoms in a given host may vary widely from
one strain of Snlmonelln t o another.

sickness. Rats and mice are commonly
found to be carriers and ineat animals,
especially pigs and birds (including ducks
and fowls) are often involved.

Greater Danger

Dissemination of infected Material

The problems of bacterial food poisoning
have increased progressively with the advance
of civilization and the emancipation of
women. I n the old days when mother
fed the family at home any trouble was
confined to the household, but nowadays
with so mucl1 of the domestic supply prepackaged and so nluch more feeding 011
the inass scale from a common kitchen, a
single lapse in hygiene somewhere along the
line can have nlucl~ wider implications.
Then again, the coilsumer is more often a
paying customer and is entitled to the
protection of the law if he or she becomes
ill as a result of eating unwholesome food.
It is indeed notable that incidents of food
poisoning reported to health autllorities over
the last decade or two ill America and
England have shown no sign of decline in
numbers despite growing awareness of the
problems-in fact rather the reverse.

The processing of a large amount of
produce by passing it along the same production line is very favourable for the
dissenlination of a small dose of organisms
throughout a large batch of a product.
This is well exemplified in egg products,
where many thousands of individual eggs
contribute to a batch of egg pulp, when a
single infected egg may contami~latelarge
numbers of sound ones. The same principle
has been shown to obtain amongst pigs, for
these animals appear to exchange their
intestinal flora \vllen they meet together
at close quarters shortly before slaughter.
Further dissemination is liable to take
place as the carcasses pass through the
abattoir by contact with cloths, knives,
hands, and washing water. Sampling of the
inesenteric glands of pigs at slaughter has
shown that the Snlrnoizelln carrier rate in
these organs varies from 2-12% in healthy
animals. Possibly this results from the
feeding habits of the pig and perhaps Moses
had more than an inkling of this situation
when he drafted his dietary laws in the
Boolc of Leviticus. In recent years it has
been found that animal feeding stuffs
containing such things as bone meal, fishmeat, and offal sometimes harbour Sali~?onell0 species; even pastures can become
infected and spread disease among cattle.
The next point to be considered ill
Snlnzoi~ella food poisoning is the need for

Cause Unknown

There are still many incidents of food
poisoning where the cause is never discovered. Sal~nonellosis is, however, the
coinlnonest form and Snln~onella typhii?z~n.iuinaccounts for more than 50°/, of
Srrlinonellrr incidence the world over.
The natural habitat of Srrlinonellrr is the
intestinal tract of a~~iinals,
both wild and
domestic, including Hoino snyiens, and
infection may or may not produce obvious

Susceptible Products

Of food products liable to be infected,
meats-especially pig meats-egg products,
artificial creams and icecream, shellfish, and
desiccated coconut come hig11 on the list.
Just wvlly desiccated coconut should be
implicated is not really clear, but from niy
own experience 1 am convinced that it
results from bad hygiene in the factories
where the raw coconuts are split, peeled,
shredded, and dried. The large population
of small wild rodents which are attracted
to the vicinity probably also plays an
important part in the cycle of infection.

Tlie source of infection is uncertain but
spores have bee11 isolated from faeces of
20,; of healthy people, from sewage, from
flies, and fro111 the faeces of various animals.
They have also been found on and in raw
meat such as beef, veal, and pork, probably
Avoid Multiplication
as abattoir co~itaminants.Tlie usual sequence
Because the ideal of eliminating Saln~o~~ellri
of events is that meat, with or without
completely from raw materials is probably gravy, is left after cooking to stand above
beyond attainment the aim should be to refrigeration temperature for some hours
destroy the organisn~sbefore multiplication and acts as an ideal anzerobic nledium in
call take place; for instance, by pasteuriza- which ~ilultiplicatio~l
occurs, so that a high
tion of egg pulp. The organisn~s,being bacterial population is generated. When
vegetative, are destroyed fairly readily by such meat is eaten there results a fairly
heat, and the time and temperature of the typical clinical picture, characterized by an
ordinary process of pasteurization is quite illcubatio~iperiod of 8-20 hours, followed
adequate providing heat penetrates satis- by an attack of colicky abdominal pain,
factorily. That such penetration is not shivering, and watery diarrhoea. Vomiting
always effected easily, however, was shown is usually co~ispicuous by its absence.
in the large outbreak of Sahnonellci bovis- Recovery soon follows but exami~iatio~i
of
morbijicans poisoning frotii meat pies which faeces for sonie days after the attack reveals
was reported in England in 1955. Although a heavy growth of heat-resistant Clostridiurn
tlie pie crusts were well baked in an oven ulelchii with typical growth features. Proat 170°C for 40 min the organisms survived duction of an enterotoxin has not been
inside the pies and subsequently multiplied. demonstrated.
The same problem arises with desiccated
hot Human Pathogens
coconut whire the desiccation i~~volves
air treat~ilelitround about 90°C for some
If u~ipasteurizedmilk is to be regarded
40 mia, yet the orgailisnis in the Inass of as a processed food it can, of course, act
shreds can escape destruction. It has been as a vehicle for two most iniportallt human
show11 experitlle~ltally that toasting )-in. pathogens-Mj~cobacterium tuberculosis atid
layers of coconut in an oven at 400°F Brucella spp. and, to a lesser degree,
cannot be guaranteed to kill Salr~~onella Rickettsia of Q fever. Staphylococci of
species in less tlia~l12 min.
bovine ~llastitisniay also cause trouble in
In addition to being i~ltroduced in the ~iiilkif they multiply between the cow and the
raw material or in processed food, Salmonella customer.
species can of course get in somewhere
Like ally other food, milk, whether
along the line of production from unhygienic previously pasteurized or not, can be conhandling and co~itan~i~latioti
bp dust, flies, taminated with a wide variety of pathogenic
rodent excreta, dirty utensils, etc. There organisms and call serve as a niediu~nfor
are many other organisms also which niay multiplication.
be introduced in this way and give rise to
a "poisonous" product. In this regard Toxic Group
shigellas, streptococci, tubercle and dipliIn the toxic group, strains of Stcryhylotheria bacilli, and others. collie to mind.
cocctrs pjjoger~es are responsible for the bulk
Heat-Resistant Spores
of cases. The essential requirements to
Another organism which not u1ico11i1iionly produce disease are i~lfectioii of the food
gives rise to food poisoning, apparently by with the appropriate organism, aiid a n
itself growing opportunity for its ~nultiplicatiotlin terms
the action of the orga~lis~ii
in tlie victim's bowel, is a special type of of time and temperature; in this case the
Clostridiurn ~ilelchii.This organism produces enterotoxin is a by-product of bacterial
highly heat-resistant spores wliicli are able growth. This particular toxin is sufficiently
to survive normal cooking, and are not heat-stable to survive, even though subsedestroyed by boiling for over an hour. quent heating Inay be sufficie~xtto destroy
lllultiplicatio~l of a s~ilall iiioculun~; this
requires a period of some hours at least,
at a temperature between 10 and 40°C.
Growth of Salmonellci in food may occur
without obvious signs of putrefaction.

I

firstly, the spores are among the most
resistant of all bacterial forms to destruction
by heat, and second, conditions within food
packs are ideal for multiplication and
elaboration of toxin; it grows best at an
alkaline pH. It is perhaps remarkable that
altl~oughthe spores are widely distributed
in soil, botulism is an extremely rare
disease and, of the recorded incidents, a
large proportion have been attributed to
food processing by amateurs, a fact for
which the professiollals can clail11 credit.
Happily most, though not all, strains are
markedly proteolytic so that toxin producSalt-Tolerant
tion is usually accompailied by obvious
Staphylococci are able to grow in con- spoilage. However, death has resulted from
celltratioils of sodium chloride exceeding merely tasting preserved food to see if it
1O0h,so that salt meats are not u ~ ~ c o n ~ m o i ~was
l y all right. Human bohllism is rare in
involved. A fevv years ago during a heat- Australia, but Gray (1948)* reported two
wave in Melbourne there was an outbreak outbrealcs among Forces personnel; in all
which was traced to corned beef. The 31 people were affected of whom eight died.
corned beef was salted and sold by a large These incidents were attributed to commanufacturing firm to delicatessei~swhich mercially canned beetroot.
retailed it, mostly in sandwiches. The
normal factory procedure was to boil large Summary
joints of salted beef, cool them quickly,
Food-borne disease due to microbes can
ana store 111 a refrigerator for a few days
before distsibution. Tile beatwave produced result from infection by organisms which
uilusually large denlands for this particular have (a) been present in the raw material
product and it was found that the iacrimi- and have not been destroyed in the pronated batch llad been distributed immediately cessing; (b) from organisins which have been
after cooking without the usual period of introduced during processing; or (c) from
refrigerator stosage. It was presumably toxic substances produced as a by-product
contaminated after cooliing and was warm of bacterial inultipIicatioil within the food.
enough for significailt in~~ltiplicationto
In prevention, (i) raw materials must
occur while it was being distributed.
obviously be as sound as possible; (ii)
Stnphylococcus yyogenes is widely dis- hygienic measures 111ust be taken to prevent
tributed through the population amongst contamination during processing; (iii) when
nasal and skin carriers, and is particularly possible a tern~inalsterilizatioil is desirable;
liable to be spread from infected cuts and if it is not (iv) the opport~ulityfor bacterial
other lesions on the fingers or, indirectly, inultiplicatio~li a any product whick is not
from infections such as boils on other parts subjected to a reliable sterilization process
must be kept at a minimum by refrigeration
of the person, by way of hand contact.
up till the time of consumption; (v) even
Botulism
sterilized foods inay be subsequeiltly conThe other ilnportant toxin-producing taminated so protection from this hazard
orgallisin is Clost~.idiurnbotulinu~?~.
Though is necessary ; satisfactory containers which
botulism is fortuilately a rare disease it will wilhsta~ld the rigours of transport are
is so dramatic and so lethal in its effect essential for sterilized products.
that it has to be kept constantly in mind.
F r o ~ nthe point of view of the food tech'"RAY,
D. F. (1948).-Hu1nall
botulism in
nologists it is important for two reasons: Australia. Med. J. Airst. 2: 37.

the orgailisnls themselves. This means it is
not always possible to isolate a heavy
growth of viable staphylococci from a
poisollous product. In practice, however,
one can usually do so and the organis~n
may also be found in large numbers in the
faeces of the victim after the attack.
Clinically, this type of poisoning is characterized by a short incubation period of
1-4 hours wit11 sudden onset of voinitiilg
followed by pain and diarrhoea. The picture
may be most alarining and the patient may
collapse, but recovery is usually quite rapid.

This article is based on a talk giveo
at North Ryde, N.S.W., by a
visiting Canadian scientist, Mr. F. E.
Atkinson, to members of the
C.S.I.R.O. Division of Food Preservation. Mr. F. E. Atkinson, a
Fellow of the Agricultural Institute
of Canada, has been in charge of the
Fruit and Vegetable Processing
Laboratory, at the Suinmerland
Research Station, B.C., Canada,
since it was established in 11929.

The Summerland Fruit and
Vegetable Prscessing Eaboratoaay
Atkinson

D

UICING its 33 years of existence,
research workers at the Fruit and Vegetable Processing Laboratory of the Canada
Departnlent of Agriculture, which fornis part
of the Research Station at Summerland,
British Columbia, have studied a wide variety
of products. Their main findings have been
adopted by the fruit and vegetable processing
i~ldustriesin Canada and other countries.

During the Secolld World War technical
supervision was provided for the vegetable
dehydration plants \vhic11 were established in
Winnipeg and west to Vancouver. Other work
has concerned the preparation and blanching
of vegetables for freezing, i~nproving the
quality of dehydrated apples, the inanufacture of various juices and blends, and the
vintillg of wine from new grape varieties and
fro111 tree fruits. A caniled clarified apple
juice was developed in the late thirties and
during the war a technique was developed for
adding Vitanlin C to the apple juice. The
present pack in British Columbia of clarified
juice, and of a later product, a vita~llinized
opalescent apple juice, has now reached a
million cases (or 33 million gallons) per
annum.

FWUilT A N D VEGETABLE
PROCESSING
The laboratory for the processing of fruit and
vegetables was added to the original Ilorticultural Building, at Summerland, following
five years of preli~ninarywork on the subject
at Grimsby, Ontario, and Penticton, B.C.
The Experiillental Farnls Service of the
Departnle~lt of Agriculture contributed the
buildings and rilost of the equipment; it
fi~rnishedrood technologists, a honle economist, and the necessary support technicians.
The Science Service, which is another division
of the Department, provided chemists and
bacteriologists to carry out fundamental
science stuclies. These Services have now been
cornbilled in the Research Branch.
To help the sillall opcrator the Laboratory
undertook, in its early days, the problenl of
devising equipment for sinall canneries. I11 the
pre-war depression years it prepared and
distributed plans and worlting process outlines which resulted in 19 small canneries
being built, sonle of which have since
developed into large factories.

RECENT RESEARCH ACYZVBTIES
V ~ C U M Ps-eatrnent
M
of Fruit and
Vegetable Tissue

Unless the high percentage of gases present
in the tissue of some fruits such as apples is
reduced, processed fruits soften seriously
during heat treatment, and an unsatisfactory
product results. Research illto the problem
has led to the designing of a commercial
vacuulll unit. This coilsists of two stainless
steel cylinders with 10-in. gate valves, operated
by conlpressed air, a t the top and bottom. By
the alternate loading and emptying of the
cylinders co~ltinuous batch processiilg has
proved possible. A pilot plant demonstrating
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Stairlless steel vacrrrmz cl~anlbersfor.processir~gapple.

fruits-blueberry,
blackcurrant-apple, and
strawberry (colour added)-did not suffer
much deterioration on storage, those made
from sour cherry, raspberry, and prune lost
colour and flavour and proved generally
unsatisfactory.

continuous vacuum treatment has also been
devised. This consists of a vacuum chamber
nlounted on the top of two hydrostatic legs
about 33 ft high. Cubed apple, fed into the
unit by a Moyno pump, is carried in water up
one leg, vacuum treated on a wire conveyor
belt, and discharged down the other leg
through a dewateriilg screen and a hot water
blancher. The resultant product appears
identical with that prepared in the batch type
plant. The use of a chamber with revolving
coinpartments is also being studied.
Canned Fruit Pie Fillings

I

I
l

Ready-to-use fruit pie fillings, coilsisting of
up to 80% fruit with added thickening agents,
are not a new product, but their quality in the
past has often limited collsuiller acceptance.
Fillings developed by the laboratory, made
from apricot, peach, prune, and apple, Inet
with public acclaim when placed on the
market. Apple, peach, and apricot pie filliilgs
were found to retain their quality for 5-6 years
when stored at 0" and 40 "F. Although some
of the fillings from the darker pigineilted

Fruit Syrups and Sauces
Two types of blackcurrant juice prepared
from frozen fruit were sweetened to 42%
soluble solids for dilution with an equal part
of water. For one type of juice the coarser
fruit particles were removed by passing over a
shalter fitted with a 40-60 mesh screen. For
the second type, enzynle clarification and
filtering gave a very satisfactory product.
Blackcurrant juice was used also in a blend
wit11 juice from low acid varieties of apples,
such as Rome Beauty and Delicious. Unfortunately this juice, which is of attractive
colour and has a predominantly blacltc~~rrant
flavour, deteriorated rapidly in storage. The
problems involved are being studied. The
other blended juices holding promise for
commercial manufacture are an opalescent
apple-lime, and peacll-grapefruit.
Recipes have been provided for fruit
sauces, of similar texture to apple sauce,
made from cherries, peaches, and pears. A
blend considered to have a satisfactory flavour
consists of equal parts of apricot, apple,
peach, and pear.
Dietetic-Pack Fruits
Cherries, apricots, peaches, pears, and
prunes were packed with cyclamate and
saccharine as sweeteners. Low inethoxyl
pectin and carboxymethylcellulose were added
to improve syrup viscosity. The former was
found the more satisfactory. The cellulose
gun1 tended to cause too mucl1 thickness and
a white leathery skin on peach halves.

The laboratory developed and patented a
process for the nlailufacture of cider from
dessert apples which allows a u~niformproduct to be inade throughout the processing
season. No less than 2500 tons of apples were
used in the first large-scale coillmercial test.
The coininercial process is essentially the
same as that developed in the laboratory,

except that a 20/, sulphur dioxide solution is
metered into the pump delivering the milled
apples to the press, so as to prevent oxidation.
Tlle juice is fermented at 77°F until the percentage of total soluble solids, by refractometer, is reduced to 8.2. The resultant
product is chilled to 29"F, filtered through
diatomaceous earth, carbonated at 35 p.s.i.,
bottled, and pasteurized at 146-1 50 "F.
In a study of the various flavours in cider
made from McIntosh apples, methods of
extracting flavour components from apple
juice and cider have been developed. Sixteen
components separated from juice and fifteen
from cider are being purified for identificatio~l
by infsared spectroscopy.
Frozen Foods

The suitability for freezing, of fruits and
vegetables grown normally in British Columbia has been investigated. The correct
times for blanching have bee11 determined
and a study was made of their retention of
nutritive value.
LABORATORY
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eetive Measurement
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ECAUSE colour is the first quality
attribute a consu~ner perceives when
a can of food is opened it is often regarded
as a n index of the general quality of the
pack and so may influence the consumer's
judgment of other attributes such as flavour.
The colour that the consuiller sees depends
upon a chain of both physical and physiological events. Light reflected or transmitted
by the food is received by the retina of the
eye and sensations are conveyed to the
brain which give rise to the concept of
colour.
Visual assessnlent of colour by the use
of panels of observers has been discussed
already in this series (Kefford and Christie
1960). The difficulties associated with sen-
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sory testing have encouraged the development of objective nlethods for the measurement of colour based on photoelectric
instruments w11icl1 reproduce in part the
functions of the retina (Garner and Twigg
1962 ; Mackinney and Little 1962).
Measurement of colour i~npliesexpressing
the concept in terms of numerical dimensions.
Two approaches are possible: a complete
quantitative specification inay be sought,
or it may suffice to use a numerical index
which defines a colour adequately for
specific purposes and permits comparisons.
It was recog~lized early that coinplete
specification of colour, as seen by human
observers, requires three dimensions, roughly
analogous to the specification of geo~netrical

.I

shape in terms of length, breadth, and
height. The three dinlellsioils of colour are:
(1) Hue, which lneans the kind of colour,
whether it is a red or a blue, etc.
(2) Sntliration, which means the depth of
colour or the extent to which the pure
hue is diluted with white. and
(3) Lightness, which inay be understood as
the extent to which the hue is diluted
with black.
It is necessary to relate these dinleilsions
of colour to properties of the light which
stimulates the retina. The arnounts of
light in different parts of the visible spectrum
reflected or transmitted by a coloured body
can be llleasured by a spectrophotometer.
A spectral curve showillg iiltensity versus
wavelength will give a complete specification of the colour ill physical terms.
Although this spectral curve may show
that the colour is made up of radiations
of many different wavelengths, the human
eye cannot distinguish between all these
radiations. It is a lc~lown fact that any
colour can be matched exactly by a suitable
mixture of only three colours selected from
the red, blue, and green parts of the spectrum. The three selected colours are called
prinzaries, and the relative amounts of them
required to match a given colour are called
its tristimulus ~lulzres. Colours which have
different spectral curves may appear identical to the human eye and they are thea
called nzetnlweric colours.

The three primaries, designated by convention
( X ) , ( Y ) , and ( Z ) , were chosen so that a mixture
of equal amounts of each matches a standard white.
Further it was considered to be desirable to ensure
that all real colours could be specified entirely in
terms of positive quantities and this required that
the three reference stimuli should be imaginary
rather than real colours. As a n additional mathematical device, which is at first confusing but which
greatly simplifies calculations, two of the reference
stimuli, (X) and ( Z ) , were made t o have zero
luminous efficiency, which means that all of the light
energy represented by a colour is regarded as coming
from stimulus Y . This means that the amount of
Y is then a direct measure of the lightness dimension of the colour.
Under the C.I.E. system a n equation can be
written for any real colour ( C ) as seen by the
standard observer in average daylight, thus:
C(C) = X ( X ) Y ( Y )+Z(Z),
where an amount C of the colour (C) is matched
by a mixture of the amounts X, Y , and Z of the
three standard primaries ( X ) , (Y),and (Z). X, Y ,
and Z are the tristitl~ulrrs11nl1tesof the colour (C).
It is convenient to be able t o specify a colour
independently of the total amount of light energy
involved. T o do this, C is made equal to a unit
rit,
amount of colour, called the tricl~ronzntic ~ ~ ~ and
the equation is written:
l c = x ( X )+J'(Y)+Z(Z),
where x = X.i(X+ YS-Z), 1)= Y / ( X i Y j Z ) , and
z = Z / ( X + Y+Z).
X , y, and z are called trichron~ntic coeficients
and they represent the amounts of the primaries
( X ) , ( Y ) , and ( Z ) required to match one trichroinatic
T H E C.I.E. SYSTEM
unit of the colour (C). Only two of these coefficients,
An internationally accepted system of C O ~ O L I ~usually x and jr, need be specified since the third
standardization, based on tristin~ulus values, has is then given by:
i = 1X - p .
been established by the Commission Internationale
de 1'Eclairage (C.I.E.). For a full explanation of
When the C.I.E. values x and p for all real colours
this system the reader is referred to a textbook on
are plotted on rectangular coordinates, all the
colour measurenlent (e.g. Wright 1958). The sim- points fall within the limits of a plane figure, shaped
plified account which follows may help food tech- like the sole of a shoe, which is called a Chr~lnaticitjj
nologists to interpret the literature on colour
rlingrmn (see Fig. 1). The point S representing the
measurement, which is heavily loaded with jargon
standard white of illuminant C falls close to the
and with concepts defined by convention.
centre of gravity of this diagram.
The C.I.E. system brings together the physical
I t has already been mentioned that Y, the amount
and psychological aspects of colour by defining of the primary stimullus (Y), is a measure of the
a standard observer, standard illuminants, and lightness dimension of a colour. If Y values are
three theoretical primary colours or reference stinluli. now plotted perpendicularly to the chromaticity
The illuminant most frequently used is Illuminant C plane, an irregular colonr solid or colorn spnce is
(colour temperature 6740" Kelvin) which approxi- created within which any real colour can be fixed
mates to average cloudy daylight in colour and
as a unique point with the C.I.E. coordinates x ,
spectral distribution,
y, and Y .

+

Values in any one of the colour spaces
mentioned call be converted into values in
the other spaces (cf. Esau 1958).
COLOUR MATCHING
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cilron~aticitycliagrnrr~.

To determine the visual dimensions of a particular
colour C, a line is draw11 from the white point S
to the point C and produced to the edge of the
figure which is the locus of the wavelengths of the
spectral colours. Reds are located at the right of
the chromaticity diagram, greens at the top, and
blues at the bottom left. The Illre of the colour
(C) is given in terms of the rior?iirlmlt ~vavelerrgtlr
at the point D. The satrrrntion dimension is
measured in this system in terms of purit?~ which
is the distance, SC, between the colour point and
the white point. The lightrless of C is given by its
Y coordinate, perpendicular to the chromaticity
plane.

The C.I.E. systeill has major disadvantages.
For instance, equal differences in perceptibility between colours are represented by
lines of unequal length in different parts
of the colour space. Further, it is very
difficult to form a mental picture of a
colour from its C.I.E. coordinates.
Other colour spaces based on different
coordinates are also used for the specification of colours, e.g. the Munsell and the
Hunter colour spaces. I11 these systems the
white point is located on the central axis
of the colour solid and colours are more
readily visualized from their coordinates.

A move towards objective measurement of
colour is represented by matching procedures,
in which the human observer is still used
but the colour of the food is matched
against standard colours. Two points should
be emphasized here :
e Observers for colour testing should be
tested for normal colour vision.
a Illumi~lationis of fundamental importance in colour matching.
Metalneric colours may match under one,
and not under another, illumination. The
colours of foods are likely to be metametic
with, for instance, standard colours printed
on paper (Rand et al. 1953). Standard
illuminants such as illuminant C can be
reproduced approximately by suitable combinations of lamps and filters (Wegener,
Thompson, and Fen11 1957; Wright 1958).
Three methods of colour ~natchingwhich
have been used with foods are C O ~ O U I dictionaries, disk colorimetry, and the
Lovibond Tintometer.
Colour

Colour dictionaries or atlases are series
of
of graded
colours wllicll
are identified by stalldard nallles or by a
coding system. The dictiollary of Maerz
Paul (1950) is the one most commonly
used for foods alld it presellts the greatest
,lumber of standard colours available: 7056
colours 011 56 charts. There are seven lnaill
groups of hues presented in order of the
spectrum. In each group there are eight
plates, the first printed on white and the
successive ones on deepening shades of grey
until the colours approach black. The Maerz
and Paul colours have been defined in C.I.E.
terms and may also be converted to Munsell
values (Esau 1958).
The colour dictionary is used in conjui~ction with a mask of neutral grey having
two opeili~lgseach the size of an illdividual
colour patch. One opening is placed over
the sample and the other is placed over
different patches on the chart until a inatch
is achieved.

Colour dictioilaries have some notable
disadvantages: it is difficult to match
colours when the natures of the surfaces
are different, e.g. when attempting to match
the colour of a glossy wet surface against
a matt printed chart. Further, there is a
small but definite jump between neighbouring patches on the chart which makes
exact matching difficult. Finally, the printed
paper standards are not permanent and may
deteriorate through exposure. Alternatively,
colours may be reproduced on secondary
standards, e.g. painted test panels, rings,
disks, or plastic models (Southerland 1961).
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Disk Colorirnetry

Disk colorimetry (Nickerson 1946) is an
additive system based on the use of coloured
dislcs having radial slits so that several may
be slipped together with portion of each
showing. The disks are spun on a central
spindle at a speed (about 2700 r.p.m.) great
enough to cause the colours to merge into
one shade without flicker. A food sample
is mounted adjacent to the spinning disk,
under controlled illumination, and both are
through openings in
viewed si~l~ultaneously
a neutral grey mask (Gould 1953; Yeatman,
Sidwell, and Norris 1960). If the sample
is not homogeneous in colour it may also
be spun. In a more elaborate form of
disk colorirneter both disk and sample are
viewed through scanning prisms rotated at
high speed which perform the function of
colour merging. There is also an optical
system which brings the sample and the
disk together in the field of view. Dupaigne
(1953) has described still another form of
disk colorimeter.
I n colljunction with disk colorimetry a
system of colour classification known as the
Munsell system is most frequently used.
I n the Munsell colour space (see Fig. 2)
colours are specified according to the three
dimensions : hue, value (lightness), and
chrorna (saturation). There are ten hues
coded as follows: R, red; YR, yellowred; Y, yellow; GY, green-yellow; G,
green; BG, blue-green; B, blue; PB,
purple-blue; P, purple; and RP, redpurple. Each hue is subdivided into ten
shades. The scale of values ranges from 0
at black to 10 at white. CI7roma is expressed
on an arbitrary scale of intensity of satura-

0
BLACK

Fig. 2.-M~nlsell colo~rrditnensions.

tion ranging from 0 to as far as 18 for
some hues. On each scale the divisions
represent approximately equal visual steps.
When the colour of a sample is nlatched
by Munsell disks, it is specified in terms of
the areas of the disks exposed as percentages of the total area. The disks are printed
with either a glossy or a matt finish to
facilitate matching with samples of varied
surface cl~aracteristics. Matching with Munsell dislcs is, however, a tedious procedure
and differences between individual observers
may be significant (Robinson et al. 1952).
An example of the application of disk
colorimetry with the Munsell system to
canned foods is provided by the American
and South African standards for canned
tomato juice (United States Department of
Agriculture 1958; South African Bureau of
Standards 1956). The American Standard
for Grade A juice requires a colour containing "as much red as, or more red than,
that produced by spinning the specified
Munsell colour discs in the following combinations: 65% of the area of disc 1, 21%
of the area of disc 2, 14% of the area of
disc 3 or of disc 4, or 7% of the area of
disc 3 and 7% of the area of disc 4, whichever most nearly matches the reflectance of
the product". Disk 1 is a red disk (5R
2.6113 glossy finish) which has the hue 5

red with a value of 2 . 6 and a chroma of 13.
Disk 2 is a yellow-red disk (2.5YR 5/12
glossy finish) which has the hue 2 . 5 yellowred with a value of 5 and a chroma of 12.
Disk 3 is a black disk (N1 glossy finish)
and disk 4 is a grey disk (N4 matt finish).
The con~parisonis made "under a diffused
light source of approximately 250 footcandle intensity and having a spectral
quality approximating that of daylight under
a moderately overcast sky and a colour
temperature of 7,500" ICelvin f200". With
the light source directly over the disc and
product, observation is made at an angle
of 45" from a distance of about 24 in. from
the product."
Plastic disks are now available* representing the mininluln red colours for U.S.
Grade A and Grade C toinato products.

Some experience indicates that this matching
is easier than with three colours in the
original Lovibond instrument. Moreover,
measurements with the modified instrument
can be collverted to C.I.E. units.
For examination in the Tintometer, clear
liquid samples are contained in standard
glass cells and exainined by transmitted
light whlle solid sa~ilplesor opaque liquids
are contained in porcelain c~ipsand exainined
by reflected light. Samples that are not
llon~ogeneousmay be examined in a spinning
cup. With the Lovibond instruinents greater
difficulty IS experienced in matchillg darkcoloured, than light-coloured, samples. This
difficulty is due in part to inherent properties
of the human retina.

Tintometers

Methods of colour ineasurernent and
standardization based on visual compar~sons
are subject to sllortcomings of human
observers, such as the variability in the
reactions of different observers, and in
those of the one observer, at different times
and under different viewing conditions, and
the unreliability of colour memory. There
have been inany attempts therefore to use
colour ~neasure~neilt
methods which eliminate the human retina in favour of the
pl~otoelectric cell. Livingston (1959) describes a wide range of available instruments.
No one instrument llas yet been devised
by which it is possible to measure all the
characteristics of coloured bodies discernible to the hmnan eye.

The Lovibond Tintometer is a subtractive
colorimeter provided with sets of red,
yellow, and blue glass slides to be used as
permanent standards. The slides form an
evenly graded series from very light tints
(0) to deep colours (20) numbered according
to their depth of colour. The colour intensities in each series of slides are additive
so that the slide of value 10 is equivalent
to two or more slides having a total value
of 10. The three series are so related that
when three slides of equal value are combined and viewed against white, they appear
grey or neutral in colour. The instrument
nlalces provision for illuminating the sainple
wit11 a standard source of white light and
viewing it in one half of a field of view,
while in the other half of the field an
illuminated white surface is seen through
the glass slides as selected by the observer.
When the colour of the sainple is matched
it is specified by the values of the red,
yellow, and blue slides required in the
colnparison field, thus : 3.2Rf2.5Y +4.1B.
A modified instrument, tlle Lovibond
Schofield Tintometer, is provided with a
shading vane whicll imparts a measurable
amount of greyness to either the standard
or the sainple field. In this instrument no
more than two colours, together with the
shading device, are used in matching.

* Froni Munsell Color Co. Inc.,
Calvert St., Baltimore IS, Md., U.S.A.
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OBJECTIVE METHODS

As already mentioned, a spectrophotometric curve relating wavelength and intensity through the visible part of the spectrum
gives a complete physical specification of
colour, and it is possible to calculate the
C.I.E. values X, y , and Y from the spectral
curve by methods based on selected ordinates (Wright 1958).
A number of spectrophotometers suitable
for colour measurelnents on foods are available. Sonle with optical systelns including
a prism or grating and a slit are able to
select wavelengths in narrow bands (1-10 mp),
while others which depend on filters select
broader bands (about 30 inp). Selected
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bands in successio~~are transmitted or
reflected by the sample and the intensity
of the resultant light is measured by meails
of photoelectric cells and appropriate amplifying and nletering circuits. Results are
generally expressed in terins of percentage
transmittance (T) or reflectance (R) :
where I and I, are respectively the iiltensities
of the light transmitted (or reflected) by the
sample and a standard. Alternatively, results
may be expressed in terms of absorbance
(optical density) (A) :
The standard in transmittance measurenlents is usually the sample cell filled with
pure solvent, while in reflectance measurements a standard white surface of inagnesium
oxide, inagnesium carbonate, or Vitrolite is
used.
Manual plotting of spectral curves is a
tedious procedure unsuited for routine colour
measurement. Instruinents are available
which auton~atically record the spectral
curve and compute the C.1.E values, but
they are expensive and require skilled
operation (Pomerantz, Goldblith, and
Proctor 1955; Wrigllt 1958; Livingsto~l
1959).

In 111ost applications of colour measureilleilts to canned foods a conlplete specification of colour is not required. While it is
wise in the first place to plot a spectral
curve for the product concerned, an examination of this curve nlay reveal that
measurements at one or a few specific wavelengths will provide an adequate index of
colour, where the measure of adequacy is
a close relation with sensory evaluation of
colour.
Timis~nittrniceMethoc1s.-Some foods are
transparent or can be made so by filtration
or centrifuging. I n such products the colour
may be assessed in terlns of transmitted
light. The amount of the colour depends
upon the length of the light path, which
~ilust therefore be specified in reporting
transmittance measurements. I n the examination of canned foods transmittance
ineasuremeilts have been applied chiefly to
prepared extracts of the natural pigments.

Kranler and Snlith (1946) showed that
transmittance measurements on the extracted
red carotenoid pigments of tomatoes, on
the green chlorophyll piginents of beans, on
the yellow carotenoid pigments of carrots
and corn, and on the red pigments of beetroot, were useful indices of colour in these
canned vegetables. Similar procedures
applied to canned apricots and peaches
(Kramer and Sillit11 1947) indicated that the
transmittailce at 665 lnp of a11 ether extract
was iilversely proportional to the amount
of green pigment and was not affected by
the yellow pigments in the fruit. This
inethod with slight modifications has been
adopted by the National Canners' Association as a test for maturity in c a ~ i ~ l eapricots
d
and peaches (Towasend ef al. 1954). With
asparagus also, Kramer ef al. (1949) found
a good correlatio~ibetween sensory evaluations of colour and the transmittance of
accetone extracts at 665 mp.
As an index of the loss of green colour
in canned green peas, Gold and Weckel
(1959) proposed the determination on acetone
extracts of the ratio of the absorbance at
536 mp to that at 558 m p I n similar
studies on canned and frozen green beans,
Sllewfelt and De~lilisoil (1959) used the
ratio of the absorbance at 665 111p to that
at 556 nlp as an index of chloropl~yll a
retention. These ratios are readily deterillined with inexpensive spectrophotoineters
and are suitable for routine quality control.
Estimatioil of lycopeiie in tomato products
by nleasuring the transnlittance of benzene
extracts at 485 mp or of petroleum ether
extracts at 503 mp has been proposed as
a colour index (ICramer, Guyer, and Smith
1948; McCollum 1953) and as a inethod
for detecting adulteration (ICramer 1952;
Beerh and Sidappa 1959). However,
Robillson et al. (1952) have pointed out
lycopene colltellt is llot a good index
of colour ill tomato products, sillce the
visual colour is illfluellced by the anloullt
and ,ize distribution of the insoluble
carry the piglnellt.

A different kind of colour nleasurenlent
on tomato products, the transinittance of
the serum fraction at 420 mp, was used by
Hernandez and Feaster (1960) as an index
of heat damage during processing.

In the author's laboratory the colour of
canned beetroot (acidified pack, pH 4.3)
has been assessed, in varietal trials and in
tests of the performance of lacquered cans,
by nleasuring the transmittance of aqueous
extracts at about 510 lnp (cf. Kramer and
Smith 1946). Contents of the entire can
are comminuted in a blender and a portion
is filtered through a Whatman No. 1 filter
paper. A11 aliquot (usually 5 ml) of the
filtrate is made up to 100 ml, and the
percentage transmittance is measured against
distilled water in a Beckman spectrophotometer using l c111 cells.
Extensive studies on beetroot colour,
using both transmittance and tristimulus
measurements, are reported by Lusas, Rice,
and Wecltel (1960).
To deterlnine the amount of red anthocyanin pigment in strawberry products,
Sondheimer and ICertesz (1948) made use
of the fact that the difference between the
optical density at 500 mp of an extract at
pH 3 . 4 and that of an extract at p H 2 . 0
is proportional to the concentration of
pigment.
Absorbance measurements at 520 mp were
used by Ponting, Sanshuck, and Brekke
(1960) as indices of red colour in grape and
berry juices and concentrates.
Meschter (1954) has described a procedure
in which transnlittance ineasureinents on
the product itself, strawberry conserve, are
used to calculate a colour index which is
correlated with visual appearance. A sanlple
of the whole preserve, containing as few
seeds and fibres as possible, is examined
in a l-mm cell. The transnlittance at 500
mp is a measure of the residual red anthocyanin pigment, the transnlittance at 420 mp
is a ineasure of pigment produced by
browning reactions, and the transn~ittance
at 650 mp is a measure of residual turbidity.
From formulae and charts, relating these
measurements, it is claimed to be possible
to set quantitative limits for satisfactory
colour in strawberry preserves.
Rejectance Met11orls.-Altl~ough Meschter
was able to assess the colour of strawberry
preserve by lneans of transmitted light,
most foods are too opaque for this to be
possible and their colours can only be
measured in terms of reflected light. It is

generally considered desirable to avoid the
effects of surface sheen or gloss by measuring
only diffuse reflectance, e.g. by illunlinating
the sanlple from a direction normal to its
surface and viewing at 45", or vice versa.
Reflectance attachments designed to ineasure
diffuse reflectance are available for spectrophotometers.
The general procedure for reflectance
measurements is to place the sanlple in a
suitable glass or rigid plastic cell filled to
the brim and covered with a clear glass slide
so as to exclude air bubbles. The cell
should be deep enough to ensure that
increasing the depth does not change the
amount of light reflected. Many foods are
not completely opaque but trailslucent so
that some light penetrates to an appreciable
depth before reflection. The amount of
internally reflected light picked up by an
instrument will depend on the dialneter of
the field of view.
Worthington, Cain, and Wiegand (1949)
have described a procedure for nlaking
reflectance measureinents using the can
itself as a sample holder. For grapefruit
juice, the least opaque product examined,
it was necessary for the can to be at least
3 in. in dlameter and 3 in. deep so as to
avoid the effects of reflection from the body
and the end.
On the other hand, reflectance measurements may be made using shallow cells on
a standard white background. I n this case
the light nleasured is a inixture of that
reflected from the product and light reflected
from the background and transnlitted
through the product. The depth of the cell
and the nature of the background must be
specified when reporting measurements in
this way.
Special proble~nsare presented by foods
that are not homogeneous but consist of
discrete units or of mixtures of translucellt
and opaque materials. As already mentioned,
spinning of the sample is one method of
merging colour differences in the field of
view. Devices for spinning samples for
instrumental colour assessment are described by Bockian and Hirzel (1958) and
Lukens and Creese (1958).
I n the Division of Food Preservation,
spectrophotorneters wit11 reflectance attach-
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ments have been used for colour measurements on a number of canned foods. Taylor
(1960) examined a series of 23 samples of
canned tomato pulp representing different
varieties of fruit and picking times. These
samples were ranked visually by 12 randomly
selected judges in an incomplete blocks
design so that rank sums for all samples
were calculated over the same number of
replicates. The spectral reflectailce of each
sample was then measured with a Beckman
Model D U Spectrophotometer (Beckman
Instruments Inc., Fullerton, Calif., U.S.A.).
The mounting of the reflectance attachment
on this instrument was modified so that
the sample was viewed from below through
in. thick "Perspex" which formed the
bottom of a cell 2 in, in diameter and 13 in.
deep. A block of magnesium carbonate,
also viewed through "Perspex", was used
as a standard. Reflectance values measured
at intervals of 10 mp from 400 to 700 mnp
were plotted and the C.I.E. tristinlulus
values X, Y, Z calculated from 30 selected
ordinates.
An attempt was then made to find a
useful single value index of tomato pulp
colour. The ratio (I .02X- Y)/I Y-0.8472)
was calculated since this ratio is related to
the Hunter hue ratio alb (see below). The
tomato pulp samples were ranked according
to the magnitude of this ratio and the
ranking was compared with the visual
ranking. The rank correlation coefficieilt
(-0.726) was very l~igl~ly
significant.
Further simplification was sougllt by using
reflectance values at only three selected
wavelengths, 440, 550, and 620 mp, which
correspond to the peaks in the spectral
distribution curves of the C.I.E. reference
l
'
)
, and (X) respectively. When
stimuli (Z), (
the reflectances (R) at these three wavelengths
were colubilled in several arbitrary ways,
the ratio R,,,I(R,,o-R440) appeared to be
the simplest formula which placed the
samples approximately in order of visual
ranking. Again the rank correlation coefficient (-0.615) was very highly significant.
This restricted study suggests therefore that
elther of the objective measures melltioiled
could be useful for comparing the colour
of tomato pulps and for defining limits of
satisfactory colour.
As an index of colour in strawberry
jellies, Decareau, Livingston, and Fellers
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(1956) used the C.I.E. Y value calculated
fi-om spectral reflectance data. The jelly
samples were examined in a white enamelled
curvette 40 mm in diameter and 9 mm deep
and the reflectance was measured with a
Beckinan Model D U spectrophotometer.
The Beckman Model B spectrophotometer with reflectance attachment has also
been used in this Division for objective
assessn~entsof colour cl~anges.For illstance
reflectance measurements at 530 mp have
provided a useful measure of pink discoloration in canned pears. On the other
hand this instrument failed to measure
satisfactorily a pink-brown discoloration in
green bean purte that was readily detectable
visually.
Gohain (1959) used the Beckman Model
B instrument to obtain the reflectance
curves showil in Figure 3 for a series of
orange juice concentrates stored at different
ten~peratures. The samples were contained
i11 metal cups 2 in. in diameter and
in.
deep, carefully covered with glass coverslips so as to eliminate air bubbles. The
curve indicating high reflectance was given
by sanlples with llormal bright orange
colours, while that indicating low reflectance
was given by samples which were discoloured
brown. In a case such as this, con~plete
specification of the brown colour serves
little purpose. It is obvious that a useful
index of browning would be provided by
a single reflectance measurement, at any
one of a number, or over a range, of wavelengths, such as could be made with a

si~nple filter pl~otometer. Thus Kefford,
McKenzie, and Thompson (1959) were able
to lneasure browning in canned orange
juice by means of an EEL Reflectorneter
(Evans Electroselenium Ltd., Harlow, Essex,
U.K.) using a nlinus blue filter. Samples of
normal colour gave reflectance readings
above 30°/b while those showing lnarked
brown discoloration gave readings under 20°/;, .
It Inay be pointed out here that any
filter-photocell coinbination may be used
to give an arbitrary index of colour but
it may not be possible to relate the data
to standard specifications.
Photoelectric instruments, called tricolorimeters, have been designed in an attempt
t o measure directly the three C.I.E. tristimulus values required to specify a colour.
Three filter-photocell cornbinations are used
having spectral sensitivity curves similar to
the spectral distribution curves of the C.I.E.
reference sti~nuli(X), (Y), (Z). Evaluation
of the colour of a sample involves three
measurements, one for each filter-photocell
conlbination. The photocurrents are amplified to give I-eadings \vhich are related to
C.I.E. values.
Tricolorlmeters are limited, however, by
tlle fact that available filter-photocell cornbinatioils do not reproduce perfectly the
desired tristiinulus functions. They perforni
best when comparing colours that are close
together in the colour space, and therefore
they are usually standardized against a
calibrated reference panel of porcelain enanlel
of a colour similar to the saiilples to be
examined.
These instruments nleasure diffuse reflectance, and samples are presented in a manner
similar to that described in the preceding
section.
Hunter S~lstet?i.-O~ie of the most successf~lltricolori~netricsystems for measuring
food colot~rswas devised by R. S. Hunter
using tristimulus amber, blue, and green
filters together with carefully chosen photocells and three separate metering circuits.
Several instrutnents are available incorporating the Hunter systein and they are widely
used in the U.S.A.
Measure~nents according to the Hunter
system locate colours in a colour space

Fig. 4,-Hrlrlre1. colorrr dir?7er1sio1is.

which is not identical with the C.I.E. colour
space but is related to it (see Fig. 4). The
chromaticity plane is defined by dimensions
a and b. The white point is at the origin;
positive a values indicate redness, and
negative a values greenness, while positive
O values indicate yellowness and negative
b values blueness. For a particular colour
C represented by point C in Figure 4, a
measure of the hue or dominant wavelengtll is given by the ratio n/b or by one of
the angles 0 = ta~i-l(b:cr) or 8' = taa-l(c~/b).
The saturation of colour C is given by the
distance fro111 the colour point C to the
ivhite point, which is d(cr2+b2).
The lightness dimension perpendicular to
the c11roinaticit)r plane in the H~lntersystem
is either diffuse reflectance (R,) or, with a
different circuit in the instrumellt, visual
lightness (L) in perceptibility units. The
relations between these quantities and C.I.E.
Y values are given by:
R,! = 100Y,
L = 1 0 0 d Y = 10z/Ru
The cr and O values will be different
according to the circuit used and they Inay
be designated cl,,, l),,, or cl,, bL.
H~lntervalues inay be used to calculate
the total colour difference ( L E ) between a

c

sample and a standard in visual perceptibility units, the so-called National Bureau
of Staildards (NBS) units, thus:
AE = d[(AL)2+(Aa)"(Ab)2].
Instruments based on the Hunter system
have the disadvantage, associated with the
use of barrier-layer photocells, that it is
difficult to obtain accurate nleasureinents of
dark colours which give low intensities of
reflected light. More sensitive measurements
of such colours are possible in tricolorimeters which illcorporate vacuunl photocells (Livingston 1959).
Applications of Tricolorirneters
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More attention has been given to objective
colour measurement in tomato products
than in any other canned food, particularly
in the U.S.A. where the aim has been to
develop instrume~ltswhich would give colour
values, preferably single values, closely
correlated with visual colour scores awarded
accordinn to the U.S. De~artmentof A ~ r i culture Ctandards for ~ r i d e s .The u s e k ness of the Hunter system for this purpose
has been demonstrated by many worlcers
(Kramer 1950; Younkin 1950; Buck and
Sparks 1952; Friedman, Marsh, and
Mackiilney 1952 ; Robinson et al. 1952;
Asselbergs, Wyszecl<l, and Mohr 1961;
ICramer and Twigg 1962). Sonle believe
that the L or R, dirnensioil can be neglected
in the colours of tomato products and that
useful single-value indices of colZur are
provided by certain measures of hue such
as the ratio aib or the expressio~l(36-15)/a.
Others, however, maintain that it is necessary
to use all three dimensions to specify toillato
colours adequately. For instance, Yeatman,
Sidwell, and Norris (1960) propose a Toinato
Colour Index given by (2000cos~)/L,where
B is tan-l(b/a). A special tricolorimeter has
been designed to measure this index.
The Hunter system was applied to the
rneasurement of colour 111 orange juice
concentrates by Huggart and Weilzel (1955)
who showed that the c/ value alone was a
satisfactory index of colour quality. Similarly, Schmidt and Idler (1958) fouild the
Hunter N value to be a suitable index of
colour in canned salmon. With freestone
peach purCes, Wilson ef al. (1957) found
the closest relation with visual colour
scores when a, 6, and L values were used

in a multiple relationship, but Leo~lard
et NI. (1961) used the a value alone as a
nleasure of the colour of clingstone peaches.
A close relation between the hue ratio a/b
and the extent of conversion of chlorophyll
to phaeophytin in calmed green peas was
established by Gold and Weckel (1959).
Grunewald and Gutschmidt (1959) co~npared
spectral and tricolorimetric methods for the
measurement of colour in canned peas and
used their findings to devise a colour chart.
Four tristimulus colorimeters were evaluated by Livingston, Tan, and Sabry (1959)
for their ability to provide colour values
related to visual scores and to piginent and
browning measurements in strawberry preserves. The instrulnental value giving the
closest relations was the hue angle tan-l(a/b)
in the Hunter system. Wortlfington (1961)
examined the correlatioils between panel
assessments of the colour of canned p l ~ ~ m s
and 18 objective colour indices derived
from measurements oil three colorimeters.
The ideal situation in the field of colour
illeasurement is one in which quantitative
specifications of colour can be written into
quality standards in terms of uiliversally
applicable standard values. It follows that
colour measurements made on different
instruments, in different laboratories, by
different observers, at different tiines must
be convertible to the standard values for
coinparisoil between then~selves and with
the specification. This ideal situation has
not yet been achieved.
A system of standard values, the C.I.E.
system, exists but it is difficult to use directly
to specify food colours. The Munsell and
Hunter systenls have seine advantages in
this respect.
Critical comparisons of the perfor~nances
of colour measuring instruments have been
made by Livingston, Gersten, and Shore
(1958) who examined two spectrophotometers and two tricolorimeters, and by
Little, Chichester, and Mackiniley (1958)
who studied five spectropl~otometers and
three tricolorimeters. Altl~ough there was
substailtial agreement between these instruiilents there were some significant discrepancies, even between those of the same
design. Because of such discrepancies it
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The Storage Life of Frozen
Foods
By G. C . Walker
Division of Food Preservation, C.S.I.R.O., North Ryde, N.S.iV.

T

HE past decade has witnessed the
developnlent of the "quick frozen food"
industry in Australia. The industry is
rapidly expanding, as show11 by the increase
in production of frozen vegetables from
14 n~illionIb in 1957-58 to 23 million Ib
in 1959-60 and 47 million Ib in 1961-62.
This rapid expansio~l is an obvious sign
that "quick frozea" products are higllly
acceptable to the consumer. However, as
productio~l coi~tinues to expand, increased
colnpetitioll demands products of higher
and consistent quality. Only by selectioll
of suitable raw materials, and care in their
processing and subsequeilt handling can this
quality be achieved.
Storage Life

Despite all preca~~tioilstaken, frozen
foods do not have an indefi~~ite
storage life
and off-flavours will develop after various
periods of time depeildi~lg on the product
and its storage temperature. In order to
obtain more precise information on storage
life, work is being carried out at various
research centres in Australia and other parts
of the world. The most colnplete set of
data so far obtained are those from the
Western Regional Laboratory of the United
States Department of Agriculture, some of
which are sullnnarized in this article. Until
results are obtained for Australian conditions these data provide a useful guide.
Rate of Spoilage

same as those nlaintained at a steady temperature corresponding to the true average
value of the fu~lctions. Thus regiilar
temperature fluctuations of - 10"iTto 10°F
had the same effect on food flavour as
storage at a constant temperature of 0°F.

+

T h e Storage Life of Frozen Foods*

!

1

Product

Maximum Storage
'
Life at tile
1, Temperature
Stated

Peaches-syrup
packed, including
ascorbic acid
Strawberries-sugared,
sliced berries packed
in conlposite cartons
Raspberries-individual fruit frozen
Boysenberries-individually frozen and
packed in composite
cartons
1

1 year at 0 - F

I year at 0 F
3 years at 0 F

I

Sliced green beans
Peas
Spinach

l
!

i

i year at O'F

2

I pear at O'F
IOmonthsatO'F
7 months at 0°F

2
2
2-3

Frozen fried chicken i 2 months at 0-!OZF
Ready-to-coolc cut LIP
] 6 months at 0 - F
chicken
Turkey dinner and
pies-sauce covered
sample-turkey fat
not used in sauce
and gravy

1

2

I

14

The rate of food spoilage was found to
be temperature-dependent and doubled or
even trebled wit11 every 5°F rise ia storage
temperature. Thus a product wit11 12 ino~lths'
storage Life at 0°F would have an equivalent
* Compiled from publications of the Western
life of 6 months at 5"F, 3 months at 10°F,
only 3 weeks at 20°F, or 5 days at 3OoF. Regional Laboratory of the U.S. Department of
The life of products stored under coilditiolls Agriculture.
t Increase in rate of deterioration per 5'F rise in
of fluctuating temperature, in the range
-10°F to +25"F, was found to be the temperature.
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These findings also apply to irregular
temperature fluctuations, thus 1 week at
25°F followed by 6 months at O°F had the
same effect as 6 months at O°F followed
by 1 week at 25°F. Thus the effect of various
temperatures during storage life is a strict
addition of the effect of each individual temperature and the time for which it persists.

Equivalent Storage Time
The above findings also show that it is
possible to calculate the equivalent storage
time of a product at 0°F for any known
conditions of handling and storage. To
obtain this 0°F equivalence, in practice,
very precise temperature records are required.
However, simple instruments are now available which automatically record these fluctuations. The accompanying Table lists the
maximum storage lives of several frozen
products. While these values were obtained
under American conditions they serve as a
useful guide. If these 0°F equivalent storage
times are exceeded consumer complaints
are likely. Since the storage lives of veget-

ables listed in the Table do not exceed 12
months equivalence of O°F, produce delivered
to the retail cabinet is, for some parts of
the year, close to the end of its storage life.
Any elevated temperatures at this stage will
almost certainly lead to off-flavoured
products : it is therefore imperative that
temperatures of 0°F or. lolc-er be ~naintained.
While fluctuating temperature, of itself,
has no effect on off-flavour development it
gives rise to undesirable physical reactio~ls
which detract from the appearance of the
product. Of greatest importance in this
regard is migration of moisture, which
leads to frosting of the packages and desiccation of the product. In addition, sauces
and gravies in frozen prepared foods break
down at rates far in excess of those at the
average steady temperature.
In summary, this work emphasizes the
need to maintain correct temperatures at
all stages of storage and distribution of
"quick frozen foods", to ensure that attractive produce of good flavour is available to
the consumer throughout the year.

Notes
Postgraduate T r a i n i n g for Research i n Food Science
The Nuffield Fou~ldationhas announced its
intention of awarding a number of scl~olarships to encourage science, medical, and
veterinary graduates to acquire wider training in fundamental research in food science.
It is stated, by way of explanation, that
while the present position appears reasonably satisfactory as regards the training and
supply of food scientists and technologists
to carry out standard procedures, the numbers
available for fundamental research in food
science are entirely inadequate.
For the present the Nuffield Foundation
is prepared to offer anilually up to five
research scholarships to science graduates
and up to three for graduates in medicine.
At a later date, the Foundation contemplates
offering senior research fellowships to selected postdoctoral candidates. The present
awards may be held for periods of up to
four years. Successful candidates will be

encouraged to study for appropriate advanced
degrees, such as a Ph.D., in the fields of
food science, toxicology, and pathology.
The value of the awards will range from
£650 to £1200 stg. per allnuln if taxable,
or their equivalent tax free. Family allowances are available, and it is stated that applications for grants for additional expenses
connected with a scholar's research programme will receive sympathetic consideration. A scholarship holder is not permitted
to hold any other award concurrently, or
to undertake any other work without the
perinissio~lof the Foundation. The scholarships are open to men and women, preferably
under the age of 35 years, who hold a science,
medical, or veterinary degree of a U.K. or
other Con~monwealthuniversity. Forms of
application are obtainable from the Director,
Nuffield Foundation, Nuffield Lodge,
Regents Park, London, N.W.1.

Science and lnd ustry Bay 1962
On November 26, 1962, the Division of
Food Preservation held a Science and
Industry Day for executives from organizations in the food industry that have given
direct financial support to the work of the
Division.
In welcoining the guests the Chief of the
Division, Dr. J. R. Viclcery, said that he
greatly appreciated their interest in the
Division and the practical expression they
gave to it. One of the aims of the meeting
was to acquaint industry with the contributioils of the Laboratory to food science and
tecl~nology. I t was also highly important
for the research scientist to learn the problems
of the industrialist, and he hoped that the
executives present would contribute freely
to a discussion on the research needs of
the Australia~lfood industry.
Current Activities

The microbiologists are studying the
relations between organisms which cause
food spoilage and food poisoning and their
environment. The goal of the research is
the prediction of tlle behaviour of an organism under specific physical and chemical
conditions.
The Division is engaged on a number of
physical, microbiological, and tecl~i~ological
studies of the chief methods of preserving
food, and it has a small group investigating
the use of ionizing radiations for the preservation of food, and the disillfestation of
fruit from Queenslalld fruit fly.
Research Needs of lndustry
I n opening a discussion on the research
needs of the Australian food industry,
Dr. Vickery pointed out that every year
saw a greater application of science and
technology. If the industry is to maintain
its efficiency and its competitive position on
world markets it inust be prepared to make
the fullest use of research findings.
In Australia about two-thirds of the
expenditure on food research comes from
Government sources and the greater part
of this goes to C.S.I.R.O. However, expenditure on food research represents only
0 . 1% of the sales value of food, coinpared
with a total expenditure on research in all
fields amounting to 0 . 6 % of the gross
national product. The amo~ult spent on
food research by Australia is less than onethird of that in other advanced countries.
Dr. Vickery invited his hearers to give
their views on the magnitude of the Australian
effort in food research, and the respective
roles of industry and Government in providing finance and carrying out the work.
Comment would be welcomed on the
research prograinlnes of the Division and
on the methods used to communicate
research results to industry.

The opening session of the conference
was devoted to a series of short lectures
on some current activities of the Division,
and each was followed by questions and
discussion. Speakers told of research on
processed foods and vegetables, having for
its aim the inlprovellle~ltof colour, flavour,
and texture. One group is engaged in
applyiilg nlodern chemical tecl~niquesto the
study of volatile flavours in pineapples and
other fruits.
The Division has done a great deal of
work on tinplate food containers: it has
studied the properties of electrolytic tinplate
and illternal lacquers for cans, and the
information obtained has been made known
to the food industry. Sulphur staining and
pitting corrosioil of tinplate figure prominently in current investigations.
In the field of post-llarvest technology of
fruit and vegetables the laboratory is studying problems associated with the introduction of cartons and bulk bins, in which
apples and pears are being exported from
Australia to the United I<ingdom. Research Provision of Finance
In tbe discussion on finance for research
has greatly reduced the wastage of bananas,
tomatoes, peas, and beails dtlring unre- it was pointed out that research associatiolls
frigerated transport by rail, and ~no~zld had not been invariably successful in
attack on citrus fruit has been brought Australia. A levy on an industry had
proved a more reliable source of research
under control.

Men~bersof the Anittwl Prodrcts Grorrp dei?rotrstr.nte
to visitors the use of n height n7eosru.ir1g inicrometer
to obtoit~the q u a l i t ~of the thick white gel itr eggsail it?lportai~tfoetor. in the nssesstt~et~tof qrmlitjl.

funds in a number of cases, ilamely wool,
wheat, dairy products, and beef. 111 Japan
it was the practice to give taxation rebates
of double the amount spent on researcliover an extremely wide field. Some speakers
co~lsidered this might be an effective way
to promote the expansion of research by
Australia~lindustry.
Communication of Research Results

G

Many visitors stated tliat an annual
science and industry day was of great
value, but confereilces at less frequent
intervals were needed to make research
results known in greater detail to selected
sectors of the iadustry.
Representatives of several branches of the
food industry stated that the research
carried out ill tlie Divisioil met their needs
very well. Some stated they would like to
be informed of projected investigations, and
suggested that research program~-ues be
ailnouoced an~iually. Executives were, of

ClTRUS WASTAGE RESEARC W

Extensive alterations and additions are being
rllade to the Citrus Wastage Research Laboratory at Gosford, N.S.W.
This Laboratory, operated jointly by
C.S.I.R.O. ancl the New South Wales Department of Agriculture, was opened in October
s
house of the
194.8 in the c i t r ~ ~packing
Gosford Bullt Loading Rural Co-operative
Society Limited (now Sungold Co-operative).
At tliat time it had some 14.00 sq. ft. of
floor space in the packing shed, but in 1949,
a storage shed was erected on nearby land.
Until 1955 the Laboratory staff devoted most
of its attention to the control of wastage in
oranges caused by green mould, and to
studies designed to improve the keeping
quality of citrus fruit, in which fields it has
done notable work.

course, greatly interested in the results of
research, but they could afford time to read
brief statemeilts only. Dr. Vicltery stated
that accouilts are published in the "Food
Preservation Quarterly", and brief announcements are made in "Foodpres News",
which is issued 5-6 times each year. He
strongly emphasized that conliilunication of
research results was much Inore effective
when industry had well qualified technical
staff. Several speakers favoured the setting
up of product advisory corninittees and
Hobart, Brisbane, aiid Sydney were suggested as suitable centres.
R.B.W.

In 1955, followiilg outbrealcs of Quee~lsla~ld
fruit fly in iillaild citrus districts, urgent
investigatio~zswere commenced on the sterilization of oranges against Queensland fruit fly.
Its staff successf~~lly
devised two metliodsstorage at 3 1°F for 14 days, and f~~migation
with ethyleae dibromide. The new worl<
entailed alterations to the former storage shed,
the buildi~lgof a unit for breeding fruit flies,
and additions to the staff. Fu~ldsfoi- these
investigations were coiltributed by tlie Cornmo~lwealthGovernment, tlie States of New
Soutli Wales, Victoria, and Soutli Australia,
and tlie citrus industry.
Early in 1962 a decisiovi was talien to
extend the fruit fly sterilization investigations
to citrus fruit other than oranges, and also
to test the application of the process of
sterilization by cold to fruit Ay in pears.
The Sungold Co-operative, which has adopted

l
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a helpful attitude to the Laboratory since its
inception, has been obliged to take over the
original space made available but it has
generously made land available for extensions
to the nearby building, erected in 1949 as a
storage shed. The latter has been converted
into laboratories, offices, and stores, and the
extensions to it will house equipment for
experimental processing (washing, dipping,
and waxing) of citrus fruit.

N E W LEADER F O R PHYSlCS SECTION
Mr. J. Middlehurst, for~nerlya Senior Researcl1 Officer at the National Standards Laboratory, who has joined the Division of Food
Preservation as leader
of its Physics Section,
has been a member of
C.S.I.R.O. since 1950.
He has done a great
deal of research on
the measurement of
tenlperature, and the
application of modern
instrumentation to
chemical detection and
physical measurement.
Mr. Middlehurst has
had a wide experience also of the problems
involved in the transfer of heat and moisture,
which form an in~portantpart of the work
of the Division of Food Preservation.
MR. b.

1. L Y N C H H O N O U R E D

Mr. L. J. Lynch, Officer-in-Charge of the
Canned Foods Section of the C.S.I.R.O.
Division of Food Preservation, was guest
of honour of the Hawlcesbury Agricultural
College Food Technology Association at a
dinner at the N.S.W. Leagues Club on
Wednesday, November 28, 1962. The occasion marked the tenth anniversary of the
graduation of the first diplolnates in Food
Technology from the College.
Mr. H. R. Richardson, former Principal,
and Mr. B. Doman, present Principal, of the
College spolce of the part played by Mr. Lynch
in encouraging the establishment of the Food
Tecl~nologycourse, in drawing up the syllabus,
and in planning the facilities, and his continued
keen interest in the course as external examiner. Mr. Graham Thompson, a member
of the first graduating class, paid tribute to

Mr. Lynch's unfailing helpfulness to all
Hawltesbury Food Technology diplomates
throughout their careers, and then presented
him with an electric razor and a handsome
desk set, in tooled leather.
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